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Abstract — Mobile technology is one the most emerging
technology in the 21th century. As number of Smartphone is
exceeding the number of desktops and personal computers,
researchers are thinking of new ways to improve the capabilities
of Smartphone’s. One of the main limitations of the mobile
phones is the limited data storage capacity. The solution for this
limitation is the cloud computing. The need of cloud computing
for the mobile devices is leads us to mobile cloud computing which
pretty much solves the data storage problem of the mobile
devices. The main disadvantage of cloud servers are the distance
from the device, to overcome this disadvantage cloudlets came in
the picture. Cloudlets bring the cloud server closer to mobile
devices which help to utilize many drawbacks of cloud server for
the mobile industry. This paper studies and analyses different
architecture component in cloudlets in MCC (Mobile Cloud
Computing).
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advantages of CC. But there are also some disadvantages of
mobile cloud computing. To overcome this advantage cloudlet
comes in the existence. Cloudlet is a
new architectural element
that arises from the convergence of mobile computing and
cloud computing. It represents the middle tier of a 3-tier
hierarchy: i) mobile device ii) cloudlet iii) cloud. Cloudlet can
be viewed as a "data center in a box" whose goal is to "bring
the cloud closer".
There are a handful of advantages cloudlets have over cloud
technology which include: lower network latency and users
having full ownership of the data shared [3]. This paper studies
and analyses in brief the different components of the cloudlet
architecture.

cloudlet

I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile devices (e.g., Smartphone and tablet PC) are
increasingly becoming one of the essential parts of human life
as the most convenient and effective communication tools not
bounded by time and place. Mobile users can use various
services from mobile applications (e.g., iPhone apps and
Google apps), which run on the devices and/or on remote
servers via wireless networks. The rapid progress of mobile
computing (MC) [1] becomes a powerful trend in the
development of IT industry as well as commerce and industry
fields. However, the mobile devices are facing many
challenges in their resources (e.g., battery life, storage, and
bandwidth) and communications (e.g., mobility and security)
[2]. The limited resources significantly impede the
improvement of service qualities.
Cloud computing (CC) has been widely recognized as the next
generation computing infrastructure. CC offers some
advantages by allowing users to use infrastructure (e.g.,
servers, networks, and storages), platforms (e.g., middleware
services and operating systems), and software’s (e.g.,
application programs) provided by cloud providers (e.g.,
Google, Amazon, and Sales force) at low cost. In addition, CC
enables users to elastically utilize resources in an on-demand
fashion. As a result, mobile applications can be rapidly
provisioned and released with the minimal management efforts
or service provider’s interactions. With the explosion of mobile
applications and the support of CC for a variety of services for
mobile users, mobile cloud computing (MCC) is introduced as
an integration of CC into the mobile environment. MCC brings
new types of services and facilities mobile users to take full
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II. COMPONENTS OF CLOUDLET ARCHITECTURE
There are different components used in the cloudlet
architecture to provide the services to the end user. Some of the
important components are studied in this section.
A. Mobile Cloud Hybrid Architecture
Recently, a mobile-cloudlet-cloud architecture called MOCHA
(Mobile Cloud Hybrid Architecture) has been developed at the
University of Rochester as a framework for running
computationally intensive mobile applications with low
response time requirements [4], [5]. The introduction of a
cloudlet, which serves as an edge-server, provides the potential
to address the hurdles for mobile-cloud computing mentioned
above.
Figure 1 shows the Mobile Cloud Hybrid Architecture.
Different components are used by the mobile cloud hybrid
architecture to provide the services and performances to the
end user are show in the figure 1. Following are the different
components of the mobile cloud hybrid architecture:
1.

Transmission Method:

Transmission method is most important components of the
cloudlet architecture. There are two types of communication
possible in cloudlet, the cloudlet-WiFi-based communication
and the cloud-based communication. The transmission control
protocol (TCP) is used to transfer the data between the mobile
device and the cloudlet server.
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processing because of slow speed processors in the mobile
devices and parallel processing in the cloud server side to
process multiple required at the same time parallel.

3.

Database

Databases are used to store the data send by mobile devices to
store in the cloudlet server. In mobile cloud hybrid architecture
centralized databases are used to store the user’s data. Different
cloudlets of the MOCHA architecture are connected with this
particular database. Figure 1 shows the centralized database
used by the mobile cloud hybrid architecture.

4.
Figure 1: The MOCHA architecture: mobile devices
interact with the cloudlet.
As shown in the figure 1 MOCHA architecture mainly used the
both the wired and wireless transmission methods to transmit
the data from the user to cloud server and wise versa. For data
transfer between the mobile devices and cloudlet the
architecture uses the wireless network methods. These methods
can be either Wi-Fi network or Bluetooth or wireless sensor
network. For wireless sensor network MOCHA generally uses
WLAN network [4]. Data Transmission between the cloudlet
server and the cloud storage server is done with the multiline
wired network, because of the fast and content speed of the
information between the connection nodes.
2.

Services and Performance

Services and performance of the cloudlet architecture is the
another important component of the cloudlet. Services and
performance are the main performance evolution factor of any
cloudlet architecture.
In MOCHA cloudlet architecture provides all the three basic
servers provide by the cloud server to the end user and they are
as follows:
Infrastructure as a Service: One can get on-demand computing
and storage to host, scale, and manage applications and
services. Using Microsoft data centers means one can scale
with ease and speed to meet the infrastructure needs of that
entire organization or individual departments within it, globally
or locally [6].
Infrastructure as a Service: One can get on-demand computing
and storage to host, scale, and manage applications and
services. Using Microsoft data centers means one can scale
with ease and speed to meet the infrastructure needs of that
entire organization or individual departments within it, globally
or locally [7].
Performance of the architecture is depends on the processing
done by the architecture in the system, MOCHA uses the 2
types of processing model in end user side it uses lightweight

Network

Different networks are used in the cloud computing to make
communication between the cloudlet and the cloud server.
Different kinds of network protocols are used by the cloudlet
for the network communication. MOCHA follows Centralized
Routing and Signaling Approach network.
In Centralized Routing and Signaling Approach the centralized
routing scheme for IMCA, routes are computed by a central
server as is the case in openFlow [8]. Each cloudlet sends its
ID and the ID of its reachable (neighboring) cloudlets to the
central server. The central server periodically computes the
routing table for each cloudlet and installs the forwarding
tables into the cloudlets. Once the routing tables are computed
by the server, consequent routing table computation can be
triggered by new changes in the cloudlet network.
After mobile users register to a cloudlet, the cloudlet
periodically sends the IDs (names) of its mobile users along
with its ID to the centralized server. This is because some
nodes may move out of the coverage of the cloudlet and others
may join in. The central server then keeps a big table of mobile
node names (IDs) along with the ID of their respective
cloudlets. If the table size grows big, a hierarchical approach
where some servers are responsible for some cloudlets can also
be used. When a node wants to communicate with another
node, it sends the name of the node it wants to communicate
with to its cloudlet. Its cloudlet asks the central server (network
of servers) to look up the name of the requested node. The
central server responds with the cloudlet of the requested node.
In this case the central server serves as a proxy server used in
session initiation protocol (SIP) [9]. Each cloudlet can also
cache the list of nodes its users want to communicate with
along with the cloudletID.

5.

Query Processing Coordinator

The Query Processing Coordinator (QPC), shown in Figure 2,
is the middle-tier component that controls the execution of all
queries received from the client applications. In effect, the
QPC is the integration server of the system, and therefore, it is
implemented a multi-threaded Java server. The QPC can be
reached by the clients through a well-known URL. QPC
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provides services such as query parsing, query validation,
query
optimization,
plan
decomposition,
metadata
management, query execution and coordination, and error
management. The QPC has a catalog which holds all the
metadata about the user-defined types, methods, and data sites
available for use by the users. All metadata in this catalog are
encoded using XML and RDF (Resource Description
Framework), which provide MOCHA with a standardize and
platform-independent solution for metadata exchange. In
addition to the catalog, the QPC also has a code repository
which stores the compiled Java classes that implement the
various user-defined data types and operators (methods) that
are available to the user.

B. VM-based Cloudlets in Mobile Computing
In this architecture, a mobile user exploits virtual machine
(VM) technology to rapidly instantiate customized service
software on a nearby cloudlet, and then uses that service over a
wireless LAN. The mobile device typically functions as a thin
client with respect to the service. A cloudlet is a resource-rich,
trusted computer or cluster of computers that is well-connected
to the
Internet and is available for use by nearby mobile devices.
Figure 3 shows the VM-based Cloudlets Architecture.
Different components are used by the mobile cloud hybrid
architecture to provide the services and performances to the
end user are show in the figure 3. Following are the different
components of the mobile cloud hybrid architecture [11]:

Figure 2: Query Processing Coordinator
6.

Advantages of MOCHA

Following are the important benefits of the Mobile cloud
hybrid architecture [10]:


Uniform access to distributed data sources.



Platform independent middleware solution built using
Java and XML.



Fully extensible system that allows users to add
customized data types and methods.



Access to the data in their existing formats and
storage systems (no need for re-ingestion).



On-site retrieval and "filtering" of data.



Automatic Code Deployment (Plug-And-Play) which
makes it easier to administer, extend and upgrade the
software infrastructure.





XML-based metadata for system catalog and data
products.
Efficient query processing based on minimizing data
movement over the Internet and intranets.

Figure 3: Architecture of VM-based Cloudlets.
1.

Transmission Method:

In VM-based cloudlet architecture wireless LAN transmission
method is used for the transmission of data between the mobile
device and cloudlet server. The Wireless LAN is used the
satellite connectivity to transmit and revive the data packets
throughout the network.
2.

Services and Performance

Dynamic VM synthesis differs cloud in two key ways. First its
performance is determined solely by local resources:

a.
b.

Bandwidth to cloudlet
Compute power of the cloudlet

Second, WAN failures do not affect synthesis. Even a cloudlet
that is totally isolated from the Internet can be used, since the
Easy deployment of Web-based thin clients and overlay is delivered from the mobile device. In this case, the
JDBC-enabled applets.
provisioning of the cloudlet with base VMs could be done
through physical storage media. For use in cloudlets, rapid VM
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synthesis is important. Mobile users who rely on cloudlet
services will find extended delays for service initiation at a
new location to be unacceptable. In addition, cloudlet handoffs
should be as rapid, invisible and seamless as Wi-Fi access
point handoffs are today — a good potential use of VM
migration after initial VM synthesis. Overlay transmission time
can be improved by using a higher-bandwidth short-range
wireless network. To reduce decompression and overlay
application times, one can exploit parallelism. Since these
operations are performed on the cloudlet, not the mobile
device, there is ample opportunity to take advantage of multicore computing resources. Mobile users seamlessly utilize
nearby computers to obtain the resource benefits of cloud
computing without incurring WAN delays and jitter. Rather
than relying on a distant “cloud,” a mobile user instantiates a
“cloudlet” on nearby infrastructure and uses it via a wireless
LAN. Crisp interactive response for immersive applications
that augment human cognition is then much easier to achieve
because of the proximity of the cloudlet[12].
C. Cloudlet Architecture for Dashboard in Cloud
Cloud and Ubiquitous are emergent buzzwords for Computing
and Information Systems, respectively. The increasing interest
and tentative to adopt them; make them relevant factors in
nowadays continuous business models changes. Literature
announces (virtually) unlimited capacity with Cloud
Computing (CC) (Charlton, 2008), and Ubiquitous Information
System (UIS) grants permanent services availability. This
architecture defend that both properties (together) represent the
perfect setting for future Manufacturing support and
sustainability (Cloud and Ubiquitous Manufacturing Systems –
CUMS).
Figure 4 shows the Cloudlet Architecture for Dashboard.
Different components are used by the Architecture for
Dashboard to provide the services and performances to the end
user are show in the figure 4. Following are the different
components of the mobile cloud hybrid architecture[13].
1.

Figure 4. Cloudlet Architecture (a) Dashboards (b)
Cloudlet (service) (c) Enhanced cloudlet (d) Cloudlet with
pragmatics instruments
To study the transmission methods in cloudlets first have to
study cloudlet-based network architecture as shown in Figure
5. In this architecture, mobile nodes affiliated with their nearest
cloudlet (s) with long range wireless coverage. The mobile
nodes can send data to or receive data from the reachable
cloudlets or other mobile nodes in the network. The
transmission of data in cloudlet how packets are routed from
one node in the cloudlet network to another node. The source
and destination nodes can be the cloudlets or any of the mobile
nodes.

Transmission Method:

In this architecture wireless LAN transmission method is used
for the transmission of data between the mobile device and
cloudlet server. The Wireless LAN is used the satellite
connectivity to transmit and revive the data packets throughout
the network.
Transmission method is most important
components of the cloudlet architecture. There are two types of
communication possible in cloudlet, the cloudlet-WiFi-based
communication and the cloud-based communication. The
transmission control protocol (TCP) [2] is used to transfer the
data between the mobile device and the cloudlet server.

Figure 5. User-Cloudlet Communication
Routing Algorithm: The cloudlet network is composed of
cloudlets which have high bandwidth wireless functionality
and many other mobile nodes connected with the cloudlets via
wireless links. So the network consists of heterogeneous set of
nodes with different roles. Any node can be mobile even
though the results we report in this paper assume that cloudlets
are stationary. The routing algorithm for the IMCA is neither
purely ad-hoc nor purely hierarchical. It is not
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purely hierarchical because all cloudlets are peers to each other
and can have the same role. It is not purely ad-hoc as the
mobile nodes are not involved in the routing of packets.
Cloudlets are used to communicate and process data on behalf
of mobile users (other nodes). The cloudlets form a peer-topeer network to communicate. The other mobile nodes use the
cloudlets to communicate. Our routing design is simple and
efficient. It excludes the mobile wireless users from the routing
scheme. There are two types of routing schemes namely
distributed and centralized as discussed below.
1) Distributed Routing and Signaling Approach:
In the distributed approach the routing algorithm is left to the
cloudlets which form a peer-to-peer network. Routing updates
are performed by the cloudlets and the routing tables are stored
in the cloudlets saving energies for the mobile nodes. Each
cloudlet periodically broadcasts its presence information
indicating that it is a cloudlet. Each other cloudlet can then
propagate the reach ability information of this cloudlet to other
cloudlets. As all cloudlets exchange their reach ability
information, each of them constructs a routing table to reach
each cloudlet in the given mobility area. Once this routing
table to reach each cloudlet is constructed, other cloudlet
routing updates can be triggered by any change in the cloudlet
network. The change can be a new cloudlet added, a cloudlet
removed or a cloudlet moved.
When a mobile user hears a broadcast message from a cloudlet,
it enters the latest cloudlet ID into its cloudlet table for future
communications. Each mobile user also periodically broadcast
its ID (name). Each cloudlet in range of this mobile user
registers the mobile user and broadcasts mobile node’s ID to
all its neighboring cloudlets. Each cloudlet then keeps a table
of mobile node IDs along with the mobile node’s cloudlet ID.
Here it must be noted that each cloudlet broadcasts only the ID
of the node associated with it without any hop count or other
routing metric information of the node. This is because each
cloudlet knows how to reach any other cloudlet from the
routing table information the cloudlets exchange. So when a
cloudlet receives a nodeID originating from a cloudlet with a
cloudlet ID then it just stores this pair of nodeID and
cloudletID[13].
When a mobile node wants to communicate with any other
node, its cloudlet looks for the reach ability information to that
node using its routing table. If there are multiple such
cloudlets, the source mobile nodes choose the cloudlet which
gives the best routing metric (hop count). The initiator mobile
node then sends communication request to the other nodes it
wants to communicate with via its cloudlet.
2) Centralized Routing and Signaling Approach:
In the centralized routing scheme for IMCA, routes are
computed by a central server as is the case in openFlow [8].

server periodically computes the routing table for each cloudlet
and installs the forwarding tables into the cloudlets. Once the
routing tables are computed by the server, consequent routing
table computation can be triggered by new changes in the
cloudlet network.
After mobile users register to a cloudlet, the cloudlet
periodically sends the IDs (names) of its mobile users along
with its ID to the centralized server. This is because some
nodes may move out of the coverage of the cloudlet and others
may join in. The central server then keeps a big table of mobile
node names (IDs) along with the ID of their respective
cloudlets. If the table size grows big, a hierarchical approach
where some servers are responsible for some cloudlets can also
be used. When a node wants to communicate with another
node, it sends the name of the node it wants to communicate
with to its cloudlet. Its cloudlet asks the central server (network
of servers) to look up the name of the requested node. The
central server responds with the cloudlet of the requested node.
In this case the central server serves as a proxy server used in
session initiation protocol (SIP) [14]. Each cloudlet can also
cache the list of nodes its users want to communicate with
along with the cloudletID.

III. SERVICES AND PERFORMANCE
Services and performance of the cloudlet architecture is the
another important component of the cloudlet. Services and
performance are the main performance evolution factor of any
cloudlet architecture.
Cloudlet generally provides three types of services
Infrastructure as Service, Platform as Service and Software as
Service.
Infrastructure as a Service: One can get on-demand computing
and storage to host, scale, and manage applications and
services. Using Microsoft data centers means one can scale
with ease and speed to meet the infrastructure needs of that
entire organization or individual departments within it, globally
or locally [15].
Platform as a Service: The windows azure cloud platform as a
service consists of an operating system, a fully relational
database, message-based service bus, and a claims access
controller providing security-enhanced connectivity and
federated access for on premise applications. As a family of
on-demand services, the Windows Azure platforms offers
organization a familiar development experience, on-demand
scalability, and reduce time to market the applications.
Software as a Service: Microsoft hosts online services that
provide faculty, staff, and students with a consistent experience
across multiple devices. Microsoft Live at edu provides
students, staff, faculty, and alumni long-term, primary e-mail
addresses and other applications that they can use to
collaborate and communicate online all at no cost to your
education institution [7].

Each cloudlet sends its ID and the ID of its reachable
(neighboring) cloudlets to the central server. The central
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Exchange Hosted Services offers online tools to help
organizations protect themselves from spam and malware,
satisfy retention requirements for e-discovery and

Data center provides the hardware facility and infrastructure
for clouds. In data center, a number of servers are linked with
high-speed networks to provide services for customers.

compliance, encrypt data to preserve confidentiality, and
maintain access to e-mail during and after emergency
situations.

Typically, data centers are built in less populated places, with
high power supply stability and a low risk of disaster.

Quality of Service (QoS) is a broad topic in Distributed
Systems and is most often referred to as the resource
reservation control mechanisms in place to guarantee a certain
level of performance and availability of a service by cloud.
Quality of service concerned with the management and
performance of resources such as processors memory, storage
and networks in cloudlet. A defined QoS is not just limited to
guarantees of performance and availability and can cover other
aspects of service quality, which are other issues comes in
cloudlets, such as dependability and security. The problems
surrounding resource reservation are non-trivial for all but the
most basic best effort guarantees and the problems behind
resource capacity planning are non-deterministic polynomialtime hard to solve [15].

CONCLUSION
This paper attempts to study in details components of cloudlet
architectures and the ways in which these architecture
components affect the performance of the cloudlets. This
component places a very important role for improving the
performance of the cloudlet for end user. This paper studies
and analyzes the components of different cloudlet architectures
. From the paper it can be seen that transmission medium,
database and service and performance are the important
components of the cloudlet architecture and these components
analysis will help to implement the cloudlet architecture.

FUTURE WORK
QoS provides a level of assurance that the resource
requirements of an application are strictly supported. QoS
models are associated with Providers and End-Users, involve
resource capacity planning via the use of schedulers and load
balancers and utilize Service Level Agreements (SLA). SLAs
provide a facility to agree upon QoS between an End-User and
Provider and define End-User resource requirements and
Provider guarantees, thus assuring an End-User that they are
receiving the services they have pay for.

As this paper shows the analysis of the different components of
the cloudlet architecture used for mobile cloud computing.
These components will be used to implement the efficient
cloudlet architecture. Load balancing techniques can be used in
the future to improve the performance of the cloudlets.
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